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Nature of the New Boson: a lonely 
Higgs, or one of many cousins? 
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Why do we need any Higgs bosons? 



One field to rule them all… 

Standard Model 
Fundamental matter:  
quarks and leptons 

Symmetries: 
U(1)Y, SU(2)L, SU(3)C 

Local gauge invariance: 
gauge bosons (force carriers)      

Higgs field: 
spontaneous EWK symmetry 
breaking and the Higgs boson      



What’s the problem? 
Dirac Lagrangian:  

Free fermions Gauge interaction Free gauge bosons 

So it works for EM and QCD, but W and Z bosons are massive 
(~100 GeV).  Need a mechanism to give mass to the W and Z. 

but                is not gauge invariant → need             ! 

“Local gauge invariance”:     should be invariant under                   , 



The Higgs* Mechanism (1964) 

* actually, the Nambu-Goldstone-Anderson-Englert-Brout-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble mechanism 

2013 Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 Nobel Prize in Physics 

3 degrees of freedom are “eaten”  by the W± and Z0, thus 
acquiring mass, while the photon remains massless: 

The “SM Higgs boson” is the 4th degree of 
freedom, with mass 

Spontaneous symmetry 
breaking (v = “vev”) 

F. Tanedo 



Properties of “the SM Higgs boson” 

Mass:   

Because λ is not predicted, the Higgs boson mass mh is 
a free parameter in the Standard Model 

Interaction: couples to particles according to their mass, 
including self-coupling (h* → hh) 



Is this the only possibility?  NO! 

Additional Higgs fields φi  

Composite Higgs: top-quark condensate 

Technicolor: new gauge interactions 

Extra dimensions 

… 



Search for the Higgs boson  



Higgs Hunting: 1975 
Ellis, Gaillard, and Nanopoulos, Nucl. Phys. B106, 292 

125 GeV 



Bounds on the SM Higgs Mass: ~1980 

and A. Linde, JETP Lett. 23 (1976) 64 

By 1980 we knew the Higgs mass was 7 < mh < 1000 GeV 



Role of the Top Quark 

Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi, Petronzio, Nucl. Phys. B158 (1979) 295 

Measurement of the top 
quark mass puts a bound 
on the Higgs mass 

1995: mt ~ 175 GeV 



ϒ → γ + X 

1984: Higgs boson found, not! 



Pre-LHC: LEP and Tevatron 



At the dawn of the LHC era 



Discovery of “a Higgs boson” 



Large Hadron Collider 

pp collider inside the 27km 
LEP tunnel (1998-2008) 

1232 superconducting dipole 
magnets with B > 8 Tesla 

World’s largest cryogenic plant 

Magnets are colder than space 

Roughly 750,000 Higgs bosons have been produced by the LHC 

Highest energy collider ever 
built (8 trillion electron volts) 



ATLAS and CMS 

Humans 

~3000 scientist, engineers, and students working on each experiment 

Giant multipurpose particle detectors designed to find or 
exclude the Higgs boson and signs of physics beyond the SM 



Proton Proton 

The most probable way to create a Higgs 
boson is via “gluon fusion”.  This happens 

more than 500 times per hour at the LHC. 

proton 

proton 

Higgs 

Creating a Higgs boson 



SM Higgs Production at the LHC 

Gluon Fusion Vector-Boson 
Fusion 

Higgs-strahlung 



How does it decay? 
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Br (%) for mH = 125 GeV 

•  Cross sections are large 
•  Fermion decays (bb+ττ) are accessible 
•  Natural width is negligible 

Fortuitous!  Only 
region in mh where 



What does it look like? 

@Low mass 
Narrow! 
Observed width dominated 
by detector resolution 

@High mass 
Higgs becomes a broad 
resonance dominated by 
natural width 
Theory input is critical 

Det. Res. = 1-2% 
(γγ, ZZ) 



SM Higgs Analyses @ LHC 

Sensitivity 
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1) High sensitivity, high resolution 
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3) Low sensitivity, low resolution 

γγ, ZZ 

WW 

ττ, bb 

Need multi-purpose detectors like ATLAS 
and CMS to find the Higgs boson at the LHC! 



Example: a slice of CMS 





What it’s like to be an 
experimentalist at the LHC: 

ATLAS and CMS 

LHC 



Golden channel: H → ZZ* → 4µ	




pp → ZZ 

Higgs Boson 

Z → 4ℓ 

Golden Channel: H → ZZ* → 4ℓ 

~7σ observation 



A note on statistics 

Probability Interpretation 

“Evidence” 

“Compelling 
Evidence” 

“Observation” 

“Strong 
Evidence” 
“Clear 
Evidence” 



Significance (σ) by decay channel 

Channel ATLAS 
(expected) 

ATLAS 
(observed) 

CMS 
(expected) 

CMS 
(observed) 

h → γγ	
 4.1 7.4 4.2 3.2 

h → ZZ 4.4 6.6 6.7 6.8 

h → WW 3.7 3.8 5.8 4.3 

h → ττ	
 3.2 4.1 3.6 3.4 

h → bb 1.6 ~0 2.1 2.1 

First	  “clear,	  strong,	  compelling”	  evidence	  for	  fermionic	  decays	  



H → ττ: ATLAS and CMS 
End of 2013: ATLAS and CMS showed updated results on the full LHC dataset 



H → bb ? 

Z → bb peak (grey) observed, but only a hint of Higgs (red)	


Background subtracted 



Nature of the New Boson 



Signal strength by decay channel 

Both experiments are consistent with the SM expectation 

SM 



Mass (GeV) from γγ and ZZ 



Spin and parity 

All data from ATLAS and CMS to date 
disfavor alternative JP hypotheses 

pseudoscalar 

scalar 

Data 



Couplings of the Higgs boson 



- CERN  



Is there more than one Higgs boson? 
(Is there anything else besides SM?) 



Standard Model: Mission Accomplished? 

W (+jets) 

Z (+jets) 

Single 
Top 

Vγ	

VV’	


Higgs	


Exquisite agreement over 6 orders of magnitude! 



Standard Model: Mission Accomplished? 



Search for a high-mass Higgs Boson 

No sign of a SM Higgs boson up to ~1000 GeV 

H → ZZ combined results (CMS) 

Exclusion 
limit 

SM 



Search for “everything else” 

Supersymmetry “Exotica” 

Many many many searches, no sign of any physics beyond the SM 



Experimental Perspective 

We have a new particle, h(126), use it as a ‘scout’ 
to search for other particles: 

h 

? 

? 

Exotic (invisible) decays, e.g. dark matter 

X 
h 

h 

Heavy resonances (Higgs, SUSY, Exotica) 
decaying to the observed Higgs boson 



Theoretical Perspective 
  The SM is not complete, there are specific questions to 

answer.  Some examples: 
 Higgs mass: is our universe ‘fine-tuned’? 
 Why is the EWK scale so far from the GUT scale? 
 What is the nature of dark matter? 

 An extended Higgs sector could help in answering 
some of these questions 
 Models with additional Higgs bosons: 

  MSSM: H, h, A, H+, H- 

  NMSSM: add a singlet 

 “Higgs portal” coupling to dark matter 

ATLAS and CMS 
are searching 
for all of these 



Dark matter search: h(126) → invisible 

Best limit from the LHC so far (CMS): BRinv < 0.54 (95% C.L.)  



Additional Higgs bosons 

Extensions of the SM (e.g., SUSY) naturally include additional 
scalar doublets, leading to multiple Higgs bosons: 

φ1, φ2: 8 degrees of freedom     	

three go to the W, Z masses, 
leaving five physics Higgs bosons 

H+,  H-,  H,  h,  A 

The Higgs boson we found could be H or h (looks like A 
is ruled out from spin-parity measurements), we search 

for additional Higgs bosons above and below h(126). 



Searching for another neutral Higgs 

H → ττ 



Summary 

  The new particle @ “126 GeV” is observed to decay to all 
gauge bosons, and in the right proportion 

  Consistent mass between CMS and ATLAS 
  Now “clear, strong, compelling” evidence for H → ττ 
  Spin-parity measurements disfavor alternative  hypotheses	

  Signal strength and couplings consistent with the SM 
  No sign for any other SM-like Higgs boson 
  No sign of (any of) the beyond-SM Higgs bosons 

If it is not the SM Higgs boson it certainly is a good actor!  
Continuing studies of h(126), looking for new Higgs particles 



LHC Schedule: 2015 – 2035  

Run 2: 13 TeV and 10x more data 
→	  Extend searches, Higgs physics becomes precision physics 



“It is not the end.  It is not 
even the beginning of the 
end.  It is, perhaps, the end 
of the beginning.”  

          – Winston Churchill 


